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Outline of the talk 

1. Status of particle physics after the Higgs discovery. 
2. A case for dark sectors – connection to astrophysics
3. Systematic approach to dark sectors – vector, neutrino, Higgs, 

ALP portals. 
4. Probes of vector, scalar, neutrino portal models in collisions.
5. Conclusions. 
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Higgs boson discovery
New particle and new type of fundamental force: 

1. A new 0+ resonance is observed at the LHC. ~50 years after prediction

2. Its properties are fully consistent with the properties of the Standard 
Model Higgs boson. Mass = 125 GeV (to 0.25%).

3. The discovery is remarkable because the prediction of the Higgs boson 
was based on theoretical consistency (and minimality!)
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No New Physics at high energy thus far (?!)

No hints for any kind of new physics. Strong 
constraints on SUSY, extra dimensions, 
technicolor resonances, etc.

Constraints on new Z’ bosons push new 
gauge groups into multi-TeV territory. 

Are our basic assumptions wrong? Where 
else to look? What to do?

CMS Collaboration / Physics Letters B 714 (2012) 158–179 161

Fig. 2. The invariant mass spectrum of µ+µ− (top) and ee (bottom) events. The
points with error bars represent data. The uncertainties in the data points are sta-
tistical only. The histograms represent the expectations from SM processes: Z/γ ∗ ,
tt and other sources of prompt leptons (tW, diboson production, Z → ττ ), and the
multijet backgrounds. Multijet backgrounds contain at least one jet that has been
misreconstructed as a lepton.

due to misidentified jets is 381 ± 153 (127 ± 51) for mee > 120
(200) GeV.

5.4. Cosmic ray muon backgrounds

The µ+µ− data sample is susceptible to contamination from
traversing cosmic ray muons, which may be misreconstructed as
a pair of oppositely charged, high-momentum muons. Cosmic ray
events are removed from the data sample using selection criteria
mentioned above, which eliminate events with two muons hav-
ing collinear tracks and events with muons that have large impact
parameters relative to the collision vertex. For the dimuon mass re-
gion mµµ > 200 GeV, the residual mean expected background was
estimated using two event samples. Events in one sample were se-
lected without imposing the requirement on the dimuon opening
angle and in the other sample the requirements on muon impact
parameter and on the existence of a good quality primary vertex
were not applied. The efficiencies of the remaining cuts were esti-

Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution of the invariant mass spectrum of µ+µ− (top)
and ee (bottom) events. The points with error bars represent data; the histograms
represent the expectations from SM processes.

mated using these samples and treated as uncorrelated in order to
determine the final total efficiency. This background was found to
be less than 0.2 events.

6. Dilepton invariant mass spectra

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of data and expected backgrounds
in both dimuon (top) and dielectron (bottom) mass spectra. The il-
lustrated “jets” contribution includes events where at least one jet
has been misreconstructed as a lepton. The component from events
where two jets are misreconstructed as electrons was obtained
from data. Contributions from W → eν + jet and γ + jet events
were estimated from MC simulations, as were all other back-
grounds illustrated. The relative fractions of backgrounds derived
from simulation are determined using theoretical cross sections.
Overall, these backgrounds are normalized to the data using the ra-
tio of the number of observed to expected events within a window
of 60–120 GeV, which includes the Z resonance peak. Fig. 3 shows
the corresponding cumulative distributions of the spectra for the
dimuon (top) and dielectron (bottom) samples. The expected yields
in the control region (120–200 GeV) and in the high invariant mass
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Figure 1: Upper limit on σ
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pp →Z ′X→ℓ+ℓ−X
"

with ℓ = e or µ as a function of MZ′ [17], as-
suming equal couplings for electrons and muons.
The lines labelled by Z ′

ψ and Z ′
χ are theoretical

predictions for the U(1)10+x5̄ models in Table 1
with x = −3 and x = +1, respectively, for gz

fixed by an E6 unification condition. The Z ′
SSM

line corresponds to Z ′ couplings equal to those
of the Z boson.

It is common to present results of Z ′ searches as limits

on the cross section versus MZ′ (see for example Fig. 1). An

alternative is to plot exclusion curves for fixed MZ′ values in

the cf
u−cf

d planes, allowing a simple derivation of the mass limit

within any Z ′ model. LHC limits in the cℓ
u − cℓ

d plane (ℓ = e or

µ) for different MZ′ are shown in Fig. 2 (for Tevatron limits,

see [18,6]).

The discovery of a dilepton resonance at the LHC would

determine the Z ′ mass and width. A measurement of the total

cross section would define a band in the cℓ
u − cℓ

d plane. Angular

distributions can be used to measure several combinations

of Z ′ parameters (an example of how angular distributions

improve the Tevatron sensitivity is given in [19]). Even though

the original quark direction in a pp collider is unknown, the
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Cosmological surprises

Existence of dark matter and dark energy calls into 
question whether there are other dark components:

Dark Forces? 

Dark radiation? 
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Mediators  (SM Z, h etc or dark force)
Heavy WIMP/heavy mediators: - “mainstream” literature
Light WIMPs/light mediators: applied to 511 keV anomaly
Heavy WIMPs/light mediators: applied to Pamela/AMS positron rise
Light WIMPs/heavy mediators: does not work. (Except for super-WIMPs; or 

non-standard thermal history)
Light mediators allow to speculatively tie several anomalies to the possible effects of 

WIMP dark matter. 

Dark sectors = WIMP dark matter + mediators

Light (thermal relic) DM

18

⇒ viable thermal relic density for a sub-GeV WIMP requires new annihilation 
    channels through light states, i.e. light DM as part of a hidden sector.

Standard Model Hidden Sector

DM Annihilation

DM Production!

" by inversion, light mediators allow direct production of DM at low energy!

(particularly if mmediator > 2 mDM)

The Lee-Weinberg bound on the WIMP mass ~ few GeV 
applies if annihilation in the early universe is via SM forces.  

[Boehm & Fayet ’03]

Br(med $ DM) ~ 1

WIMPs, super-WIMPs



A simple model of dark sector

§ “Effective” charge of the “dark sector” particle c is Q = e × e (if 
momentum scale q > mV ). At q < mV one can say that particle c has a 
non-vanishing EM charge radius, . 

§ Dark photon can “communicate” interaction between SM and dark matter. 
Very light c can be possible. 

§ Enables models of light Dark Matter, including MeV-to-GeV scale WIMP
8
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Figure 1: The interaction through the exchange by a mixed � � A⇥ propagator between the
SM particles and particles ⌅ charged under new U(1)⇥ group. In the limit of mA� ⇧ 0 the
apparent electromagentioc charge of ⌅ is e⇥.

In the simplest example, a new fermionic field charged under both U(1)’s will gener-
ate an additional contribution to the mixing angle that scales as �⇥ ⇤ g⇥e/(12⇤2) ⇥
log(⇥2

UV /M)2. In principle, the two sectors can be ”several loop removed”, so that one
can entertain a wide range of mixing angles.

2. If both groups are unbroken, mV ⇧ 0, then ⌅ represent the ”millicharged particles”
with electric charge q� = e⇥. For mV ⌥= 0, at |q2| < m2

V , the particles ⌅ can be thought
of as neutral particles with a non-vanishing electric charge radius, r2� ⌃ 6⇥m�2

V . The
diagram, describing basic interaction between the two sectors is shown in Fig. 1.

3. If there are no states charged under U(1)⇥ (or they are very heavy), and mV is taken to
be zero, then the two sectors decouple even at non-zero ⇥. This leads to the suppression
of all interactions for a dark photon inside a medium, if mV becomes smaller than the
characteristic plasma frequency, and all processes with emission or aborption of dark
photons decouple as ⇤ m2

V [8].

4. New vector boson, interacting with the SM via the electromagnetic current, conserves
all discrete symmetries (parity, flavour, CP etc). Also, importaintly, A⇥ does not couple
directly to neutrinos. As a consequence, the interaction strength due to the exchange of
A⇥ can be taken to be stronger than that of weak interactions, (e⇥)2/m2

A� ; (e⇥g⇥)/m2
A� ⌅

GF . This property proves very useful in constructing the light dark matter models with
the use of vector portal.

Although this model was known to theorists and well-studied over the years (e.g. Refs.
[9,10]), a revival of interest to models based on kinetically-mixed A⇥ occurred in last 10 years,
as a response to various astrophysical anomalies, that this model allows to explain in terms
of weakly-interacting dark matter. Subsequent searches of the dark photon triggered new
analyses of the past or existing experiments [11–20], and generated new dedicated experi-
ments in di⇤erent stages of implementation [21–24]. In this chapter, we are going to show
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1.1 Kinetic mixing

Consider a QED-like theory with one (or several) extra vector particle(s), coupled to the
electromagnetic current. A mass term, or in general a mass matrix for the vector states, is
protected against additive renormalization due to the conservation of the electromagnetic
current. If the mass matrix for such vector states has a zero determinant, det(M2

V ) = 0, then
the theory contains one massless vector, to be identified with a photon, and several massive
vector states.

This is the model of ‘paraphotons’, introduced by Okun in early 1980s [6], that can be
reformulated in equivalent language using the kinetic mixing portal. Following Holdom [7],
one writes a QED-like theory with two U(1) groups, supplemented by the cross term in the
kinetic Lagrangian, and a mass term for one of the vector fields.

L = L⌅,A + L⇤,A� � ⇥

2
Fµ⇥F

�
µ⇥ +

1

2
m2

A�(A�
µ)

2. (1.1)

L⌅,A and L⇤,A� are the standard QED-type Lagrangians,

L⌅,A = �1

4
F 2
µ⇥ + ⌅̄[�µ(i⌥µ � eAµ)�m⌅]⌅

L⇤,A� = �1

4
(F �

µ⇥)
2 + ⇤̄[�µ(i⌥µ � g�A�

µ)�m⇤]⇤, (1.2)

with Fµ⇥ and F �
µ⇥ standing for the fields strength tensors. States ⌅ represent the QED

electron fields, and states ⇤ are similar particles, charged under ”dark” U(1)�. In the limit
of ⇥ ⇧ 0, the two sectors become completely decoupled. In eq. (1.1), the mass term for A�

explicitly breaks the second U(1), but is protected from additive renormalization, and hence
is technically natural. Using the equations of motion, ⌥µFµ⇥ = eJEM

⇥ , the interaction term
can be rewritten as

� ⇥

2
Fµ⇥F

�
µ⇥ = A�

µ ⇥ (e⇥)JEM
µ , (1.3)

showing that the new vector particle couples to the electromagnetic current with strength,
reduced by a small factor ⇥. The generalization of (1.1) to the SM is straightforward, by
subsituting the QED U(1) with the hypercharge U(1) of the SM.

There is a multitude of notations and names referring to one and the same model. We
shall call the A� state as ”dark photon”. It can also be called as V (Y ), a vector state coupled
to the hypercharge current. We choose to call the mixing angle ⇥, and throughout this
chapter assume ⇥ ⌅ 1. In contrast, one does not have to assume a smallness of g� coupling,
which can be comparable to the gauge couplings of the SM, g� ⇤ gSM.

Athough the model of this type is exceedingly simple, one can already learn a number of
instructive features.

1. The mixing parameter ⇥ is dimensionless, and therefore can retain information about
the loops of charged particles at some heavy scale M without power-like decoupling.
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10 yrs of ``PAMELA positron fraction” 

No huge surprises with antiprotons, but there is seemingly a 
need for a new source of positrons! 

This is a  “boost” factor of 100-1000 “needed” for  the WIMP 
interpretation of  PAMELA signal. E.g. SUSY neutralinos would not 
work, because <sv > is too small. Enhancing it “by hand” does not 
work because WIMP abundance goes down. Dark forces allow bridging 
this gap due to the late time enhancement by Coulomb (Sommerfeld).

Finkbeiner et al, MP and Ritz, 2008
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Dark sectors provide model-building flexibility
y – weak scale Dark Matter; V –mediator particle.

mmediator > mWIMP mmediator < mWIMP

Second regime of annihilation into on-shell mediators (called secluded) 
does not have any restrictions on the size of mixing angle e. It turns out 
this helps to tie PAMELA positron rise and WIMP idea together. Baryons 
are kinetically excluded, while the cross section for annihilation are 
enhanced at low velocity, by paD/v ~ 100-1000 if mmediator << mDM.
(Astrophysics explanation, i.e. new source, is also plausible.) Need direct 
particle physics searches to make progress. 
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DM with a hint on self-interaction? 

• Comparison of observations and simulations seem to point to problems 
with dwarf galaxy substructures (also known as “too-big-to-fail” problem).

• It may or may not be a real problem (it is an astrophycist-dependent 
problem). 

• Self-scattering due to a dark force, at 1 cm2/g level, seems to help, as it 
flattens out central spikes of DM (which is a reported problem). 
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FIG. 6: Parameter space consistent with astrophysical bounds for attractive (left) and repulsive (right) poten-
tials for different �X . Blue regions show where DM self-scattering solves small scale structure anomalies,
while red (green) show bounds on Milky Way (cluster) scales. Numerical values give �⇥T ⇥/mX in cm2/g
on dwarf (“dw”), Milky Way (“MW”), and cluster (“cl”) scales. See text for details.
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Mediator mass, GeV

Example of parameter space that creates a 
core and solves the problem (from Tulin, Yu, 
Zurek) for ad = 0.1

Self-scattering

rDM

r

Sub-100 MeV mediator is needed



Possible motivations for light DM: 511 keV line 
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FIG. 7 Map of Galactic 26Al γ-ray emission after 9-year
observations with COMPTEL/CGRO (from Plüschke et al.,
2001).

to Galactic 26Al, as suggested at a time when the mor-
phology of 26Al emission was unknown (Prantzos, 1991
and Sec. IV.A.2). It is consistent with the (statistically
significant) similarity to the Galactic free-free emission
map, which reflects electron radiation from HII regions
ionized from the same massive stars that eventually re-
lease 26Al(Knödlseder, 1999).

The total flux of 26Al γ-rays depends slightly on the
measuring instrument. In terms of statistical precision,
the SMM result of 4.0±0.4 10−4 ph cm−2s−1rad−1 has
been considered the canonical value. Imaging instru-
ments, however, have consistently reported lower flux
values of 2.6±0.8 10−4 ph cm−2s−1rad−1 (COMPTEL)
and 3.1±0.4 10−4 ph cm−2s−1rad−1 (SPI), respectively.
The latest SPI value is compatible with the full range
of measured values by other instruments (within statis-
tical uncertainties), and we adopt it here. The detected
flux translates into a decay rate of 26Al which depends
slightly on the adopted 3D distribution of 26Al in the
Galaxy (Diehl et al., 2006). The most recent analysis of
SPI data results in a rate of Ṅ26= 4.3 1042 s−1 or 2.7
M⊙/Myr (Wang et al., 2009). Assuming a steady state,
i.e. equality between production and decay rates, this is
also the present production rate of 26Al in the Galaxy;
recent models of massive star nucleosynthesis can read-
ily explain such a production rate (Diehl et al., 2006 and
Sec. IV.A.2).

Being predominantly a β+-emitter (with a branching
ratio of fe+,26=82%, see Table VII) 26Al is itself a source
of positrons. The corresponding Galactic e+ production
rate is Ṅe+,26= fe+,26Ṅ26 ∼ 3.5 1042 s−1 . This consti-
tutes a significant contribution to the total Galactic e+

production rate (Sec. II.A.3 and Table I): 17% of the
total e+ annihilation rate and almost half of the (thick)
disk in the double bulge+thick disk model, or 10% of
the total and 70% of the thin disk in the Halo+thin disk
model. We shall see in Sec. IV that positrons from other
β+-decaying nuclei can readily explain the remaining disk
emissivity, while the bulge emissivity remains hard to ex-
plain.

D. Summary of observational constraints

The results of the analysis of Galactic γ-ray emissions
in the MeV range can be summarized as follows:
1) Intensity: The total rate of positron annihilation

observed in γ-rays is at least Le+=2 1043 s−1, depending
on the adopted source configuration. Most of it comes
from the bulge (unless there is important emission from
an extended, low surface brightness, disk).
2)Morphology: The bulge/disk ratio of e+ annihilation

rates is B/D ∼1.4; however, substantially different ratios
cannot be excluded if there is important emission of low
surface brightness (currently undetectable by SPI) either
from the disk or the spheroid. About half of the disk
emission can be explained by the observed radioactivity
of 26Al (provided its positrons annihilate in the disk).
There are hints for an asymmetric disk emission with
flux ratio F (l <0o)/F (l >0o)∼1.8, which has yet to be
confirmed.
3) Spectroscopy: The ratio of the 511 keV line to the

E<511 keV continuum suggests a positronium fraction
of 97±2 % and constrain the physical conditions in the
annihilation region. The observed continuum at ∼MeV
energies can be mostly explained with standard inverse
Compton emission from cosmic ray electrons. A con-
tribution from unresolved compact sources is possible,
while a (small) contribution from high-energy (>MeV)
positrons annihilating in flight cannot be excluded.
These are the key observational constraints that should

be satisfied by the source(s) and annihilation site(s) of
Galactic positrons. We shall reassess them in the light of
theoretical analysis in the end of Sec. IV and V.

III. THE GALAXY

The expected spatial distribution and intensity of the
positron annihilation emission obviously depends on the
corresponding distribution of the potential e+ sources, as
well as on the properties of the ISM in which positrons
first slow down and then annihilate. One may distin-
guish two types of e+ sources, depending on whether
their lifetimes (τS) are shorter or longer than the lifetime
of positrons in the ISM (τe+). Calculation of the total e+

production rate requires in the former case (τS < τe+) an
estimate of (i) the Galactic birthrate RS of the sources
and (ii) the individual e+ yields ne+ (i.e. the average
amount of positrons released by each source). In the lat-
ter case (τS > τe+), the total number of such sources
in the Galaxy NS is required, as well as the individual
e+ production rate ṅe+ of each source. In the former
class belong supernovae or novae and the corresponding
positron production rate is Ṅe+ = RSne+ ; in the lat-
ter class belong e.g. low mass XRBs or millisecond pul-
sars, and the corresponding positron production rate is
Ṅe+ = NSṅe+ .
The galactic distribution of any kind of stellar source of

positrons is somewhat related to the distribution of stars
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FIG. 4 511 keV line map derived from 5 years of INTE-
GRAL/SPI data (from Weidenspointner et al., 2008a).

based on approximately one year of SPI data (Fig. 3).
The two maps are compatible with each other (within
their uncertainties), suggesting that the positronium
fraction does not vary over the sky. The images illustrate
the remarkable predominance of the spheroidal compo-
nent. In contrast to OSSE data, which suggested a rela-
tively strong disk component, the Galactic disk seemed to
be completely absent in the first year SPI images. Model
fitting indicated only a marginal signal from the Galac-
tic disk, corresponding to a bulge-to-disk flux ratio > 1
(Knödlseder et al., 2005). This strong predominance of
the Galactic bulge, unseen in any other wavelength, stim-
ulated ”unconventional” models involving dark matter
(Sec. IV.C). However, Prantzos (2006) pointed out that
the data could not exclude the presence of disk emission
of a larger latitudinal extent (resulting from positrons
propagating far away from their sources), which could be
rather luminous and still undetectable by SPI, because
of its low surface brightness.
After accumulating 5 years of INTEGRAL/SPI data

the 511 keV line emission all-sky image revealed also
fainter emission extending along the Galactic plane
(Fig. 4). With a much improved exposure with respect
to the first year (in particular along the Galactic plane),
511 keV emission from the Galactic disk is now clearly
detected (Weidenspointner et al., 2008a). However, the
detailed quantitative characterization of components of
511 keV emission requires parameterizing these in the
form of (necessarily idealized) spatial emission models
fitted to the data. No unique description emerges at
present, since both the spheroid and the disk may have
faint extensions contributing substantially to their total
γ-ray emissivities. It turns out that the bulge emission
is best described by combining a narrow and a broad
Gaussian, with widths (FWHM, projected onto the sky)
of 3o and 11o, respectively. Another, more extended com-
ponent is needed to fit the data, a rather thick disk of
vertical extent 7o (FWHM projected on the sky). The
model implies a total e+ annihilation rate of 2 1043 e+

s−1 and a spheroid/disk ratio of 1.4 (Table I). It should
be noted, however, that alternative models, involving ex-
tended components of low surface brightness (thus far
undetected by SPI) are also possible. One such alterna-

TABLE I Two model fits of the Galactic 511 keV emission
(from Weidenspointner et al., 2008b): fluxes, photon emissiv-
ities and e+ annihilation rates (computed for a positronium
fraction of fps=0.967, see Sec. II.B.4). Notice that ”thin”
and ”thick” disks have not the same meaning as in Sec. III.

F511 L511 Ṅe+

(10−4 cm−2 s−1) (1042 s−1) (1042 s−1 )

Bulge + thick disk

Narrow bulge 2.7+0.9
−0.4 2.3+0.8

−0.7 4.1+1.5
−1.2

Broad bulge 4.8+0.7
−0.4 4.1+0.6

−0.4 7.4+1.0
−0.8

Thick disk 9.4+1.8
−1.4 4.5+0.8

−0.7 8.1+1.5
−1.4

Total 17.1 10.9 19.6
Bulge/Disk 0.8 1.4 1.4

Halo + thin disk

Halo 21.4+1.1
−1.2 17.4+0.9

−1.1 31.3+2.2
−2.6

Disk 7.3+2.6
−1.9 2.9+0.6

−0.6 5.2+1.1
−1.1

Total 28.7 20.3 36.5
Halo/Disk 2.9 6 6

tive (Weidenspointner et al., 2008b) involves a centrally
condensed but very extended halo and a thinner disk
(projected vertical extent of 4o), with a spheroid/disk
ratio of 6 (Table I).
With more SPI data, it was possible to proceed to

more detailed constraints on the morphology of the disk
emission. The flux in the disk component remains con-
centrated to longitudes |l| < 50◦; no significant 511 keV
line emission has been detected from beyond this interval
so far. The accumulated SPI data yield a flux from nega-
tive longitudes of the Galactic disk that is twice as large
as the flux from an equivalent region at positive longi-
tudes. The significance of this asymmetry is still rather
low, about ∼ 4σ. Indications for such an asymmetry
were already noticed in the OSSE data (M. Leising, pri-
vate communication). It should be noted, however, that
a different analysis of the same SPI data finds no evi-
dence for a disk asymmetry (Bouchet et al., 2008, 2010),
although it cannot exclude it, either. Clearly, clarifying
the asymmetric or symmetric nature of the disk profile
should be a major aim of the 511 keV studies in the years
to come4.

4. Spectroscopy with INTEGRAL/SPI

Before INTEGRAL, the spectral shape of the positron
annihilation emission was only poorly constrained by ob-
servations. All high-resolution observations suggested a
modest line broadening of FWHM∼ 2 keV (Harris et al.,
1998; Leventhal et al., 1993; Mahoney et al., 1994;
Smith et al., 1993). The excellent spectral resolution of

4 INTEGRAL will continue operations until 2012, at least.

There is a lot more positrons coming from the Galactic Center and the 
bulge that expected. The emission seems to be diffuse. 

1. “Normal” astro explanations are possible.  (e.g. positrons are created 
by episodic violent events near central BH?)

2. Positrons being produced by DM? Could it be ~ few MeV in mass?
If DM annihilation occurs via a force carrier with light mass, DM can be 
as light as ~ MeV (and not ruled out by the CMB if it is a scalar). 

� ⇤ �⇥

⇤

⇤⇥
e�

e+

Figure 3: Light (m� ⇥ few MeV) scalar dark matter annihilating to electron-positron pairs
due to mixed ⇥ � A� propagator. The annihilation occurs in the p-wave.

The crucial piece of assumption in the argument above is link between the weak scale
and the mass of the mediator particles. As was argued in previous sections, some vector
portal do allow interaction strengths much in excess of GF . This, in turn opens the door for
the construction of rather natural models of light dark matter, which can be made as light
as MeV [53]. It is important to realize that such WIMPs fall under the category of dark
matter that is extremly di⇥cult to discover via direct scattering of galactic DM particles on
atoms [54], and therefore alternative ways of covering this mass range have to be provided.

On the phenomenological side, the light dark matter can be behind an unexpectedly
strong emission of 511 keV photons from the galactic bulge, as observed by the SPI/INTEGRAL
[55]. It is presently unclear whether New Physics needs to be invoked for the explanation of
such emission, and we refer readers to the on-going debate in the literature [56]. Nonetheless,
the dark matter-related origin of 511 keV excess can be entertained, supplying the nonrela-
tivistic or semi-relativistic positrons from the DM annihilation or decay [57]. For example,
scalar dark matter charged under new U(1)� with masses in m� ⇥few MeV range can pass all
the existing constraints [53], and supply the requisit source for positrons. Direct calculations
in the model where mediation of the SM-DM interaction occurs due to the dark photon, Fig.
3, gives the annihilation cross-section in the form

⇧annih(v/c) ⌅
4⌅

3
�D�⇤

2v2
m2

�

(m2
A� � 4m2

�)
2
. (3.4)

Here �D = (g�)2/(4⌅), and m� ⇤ me is assumed. MP: I need to check the numerical
coe�cient. The extra factor of velocity square in this formula is indicative of the p-wave
annihilation, and is what ulmitately allows this model escaping strong constraints on light
dark matter annihilation imposed by the accurate measurements of CMB anisotropies. The
least constrained region of the parameter space corresponds to very light mediators, mA� <
100 MeV, and 2m� < mA� . With this choice of parameters, ⇧annih(v/c) can be significantly
larger than 1 pbn, making MeV-scale dark matter possible.

Another prominent subject where the DM-related explanation have attracted a lot of at-
tention is the observation of the increase with energy in the fraction of high-energy postrons in
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the nonrelativistic or semi-relativistic positrons from the DM annihilation or decay [59]. For
example, scalar dark matter charged under new U(1)0 with masses in m� ⇠few MeV range
can pass all the existing constraints [55], and supply the requisit source for positrons. Direct
calculations in the model where mediation of the SM-DM interaction occurs due to the dark
photon, Fig. 3, gives the annihilation cross-section in the form

�
annih

(v/c) ' 8⇡↵↵D✏2(m2

� + 2m2

e)v
2

3(m2

A0 � 4m2

�)
2

q
1�m2

e/m
2

�. (3.4)

Here ↵D = (g0)2/(4⇡), and m� � me is assumed. The extra factor of the relative velocity
square in this formula is indicative of the p-wave annihilation, and is what ulmitately allows
this model escaping strong constraints on light dark matter annihilation imposed by the
accurate measurements of CMB anisotropies. The least constrained region of the parameter
space corresponds to very light mediators, mA0 < 100 MeV, and 2m� < mA0 . With this
choice of parameters, �

annih

(v/c) can be significantly larger than 1 pbn, making MeV-scale
dark matter possible.

Another prominent subject where the DM-related explanation have attracted a lot of
attention is the observation of the increase with energy in the fraction of high-energy postrons
in the total astrophysical flux. In 2008, the results of PAMELA satellite showed [60,61] that
the fractions of galactic anti-proton flux, np̄/(np + np̄), as a function of energy, behaves
according to the fiducial expectations of the astrophycal modelling of cosmic ray origin and
propagation. In contrast, the corresponding fraction of positrons, nē/(ne + nē), exhibited
a significant upturn above E > 10 GeV, prompting speculations about the necessity of
additional primary sources of energetic positrons. This measurement was independently
confirmed through FERMI-LAT observations [62], and brought to the new level of accuracy
by the AMS-2 experiment [63]. The annihilation of heavy dark matter with m� > MW

could be a theoretically attractive source of such positrons. Yet, the simplest WIMP models
do not fit the positron excess because of the two problem. The required annihilation rate
capable of supplying the positron excess is above the WIMP freeze-out annihilation rate by
⇠ two orders of magnitude. In addition, models where the final state annihilation products
are heavy SM particles (b, t, W, Z, h) will necessarily produce antiprotons, and therefore
are tightly constrained by np̄/(np + np̄).

It was soon realized that these problems can be rather e�ciently circumvented if the
heavy WIMP dark matter is interacting with the SM via relatively light mediators [64, 65],
and the DM!SM annihilation occurs via an intermediate stage of light mediators, Fig. 4.
In particular, for the light vector mediator one finds that

• The WIMP dark matter abundance is regulated via ��̄ ! V V ! SM particles annihi-
lation process. If mV is su�ciently light, then the v ⇠ 0.3c and v ⇠ 10�3c annihilation
regimes (freeze-out vs galactic environment) can be markedly di↵erent. The existence
of dark-force-induced attraction between WIMP and anti-WIMP particles creates a

11
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Let us classify possible connections between Dark sector and SM
H+H (l S2 + A S) Higgs-singlet scalar interactions (scalar portal)
BµnVµn “Kinetic mixing” with additional U(1)’ group
(becomes a specific example of Jµ

i Aµ extension)
LH N neutrino Yukawa coupling, N – RH neutrino  
Jµ

i Aµ requires gauge invariance and anomaly cancellation
It is very likely that the observed neutrino masses indicate that 

Nature may have used the LHN portal… 
Dim>4
Jµ

A  ¶µ a /f      axionic portal
……….

Importantly, the scale for new physics is not tied up to EW scale !

An attempt to systematize: neutral 
“portals” to the SM



“Simplified models” for light DM
some examples

§ Scalar dark matter talking to the SM via a “dark photon” 
(variants: Lmu-Ltau etc gauge bosons). With 2mDM < mmediator.

§ Fermionic dark matter talking to the SM via a “dark scalar” 
that mixes with the Higgs. With mDM > mmediator.

After EW symmetry breaking S (“dark Higgs”) mixes with 
physical h, and can be light and weakly coupled provided that 
coupling A is small. 

Take away point: these models have both stable (DM) and 
unstable (mediator) light weakly coupled particles. 14
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Search for dark photons

�

� �

e
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Figure 2: One-loop correction to the muon magnetic moment due to dark photon exchange
diagram.

3.1 A possibility of extra U(1)s in top-down physics, and natural range for
masses and mixing angles

3.2 Putative solution to the muon g � 2 discrepancy

The persistent discrepancy of the measured muon g � 2 and the standard model (SM)
prediction at the level of ⇤3⌅ [44] has generated a lot of experimental and theoretical activity
in search of a possible explanation. The intense scrutiny of the SM contributions to the
g � 2 has not produced any obvious candidate for an extra contribution �ae ⇤ +3 ⇥ 10�9

that would cover a theoretical shortfall and match the observed value. Among the new
physics explanations for this discrepancy are weak scale solutions [45], as well as possible
new contributions from light and very weakly coupled new particles (see, e.g., [13, 46, 47]).
With the LHC continuously squeezing the available parameter space for the weak-scale g�2-
relevant new physics, solutions with light particles appear as an attractive opportunity.

It is easy to see that light vector particles coupled to muons via vector portal provide an
upward correction to the g � 2. In most models the new vector particle does not have an
axial-vector coupling to charged leptons, and the simple one loop diagram, Fig. 2 gives a
positive correction to the magnetic anomaly

aVl =
�

2⇤

�
g⇥

e

⇥2

⇥
⌃ 1

0

dz
2m2

l z(1� z)2

m2
l (1� z)2 +m2

V z
=

�

2⇤

�
g⇥

e

⇥2

⇥

⇤
⇧

⌅
1 for ml ⇧ mV ,

2m2
l /(3m

2
V ) for ml ⌅ mV .

(3.1)
In this expression, g⇥/e is the strength of Vµ coupling to the muon vector current in units
of electric charge. For the kinetically-mixed dark photon A⇥, g⇥/e = ⇥. For the choice of
⇥ ⇤ few⇥10�3 at mV ⇤ mµ, the new contribution is capable to bring theory and experiment
in agreement. Since 2008, a lot of experimental and theoretical work has been done that
scrutinized this possibility. The following picture has emerged:
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FIG. 6. Parameter space for dark photons (A⇥) with mass mA0 > 1 MeV (see Fig. 7 for

mA0 < 1 MeV). Shown are existing 90% confidence level limits from the SLAC and Fermilab

beam dump experiments E137, E141, and E774 [116–119] the electron and muon anomalous mag-

netic moment aµ [120–122], KLOE [123] (see also [124]), WASA-at-COSY [125], the test run results

reported by APEX [126] and MAMI [127], an estimate using a BaBar result [116, 128, 129], and a

constraint from supernova cooling [116, 130, 131]. In the green band, the A⇥ can explain the ob-

served discrepancy between the calculated and measured muon anomalous magnetic moment [120]

at 90% confidence level. On the right, we show in more detail the parameter space for larger values

of �. This parameter space can be probed by several proposed experiments, including APEX [132],

HPS [133], DarkLight [134], VEPP-3 [135, 136], MAMI, and MESA [137]. Existing and future

e+e� colliders such as BABAR, BELLE, KLOE, SuperB, BELLE-2, and KLOE-2 can also probe

large parts of the parameter space for � > 10�4 � 10�3; their reach is not explicitly shown.

string theory constructions can generate much smaller �. While there is no clear minimum

for �, values in the 10�12 � 10�3 range have been predicted in the literature [140–143].

A dark sector consisting of particles that do not couple to any of the known forces and

containing an A⇥ is commonplace in many new physics scenarios. Such hidden sectors can

have a rich structure, consisting of, for example, fermions and many other gauge bosons.

The photon coupling to the A⇥ could provide the only non-gravitational window into their

existence. Hidden sectors are generic, for example, in string theory constructions [144–147].

and recent studies have drawn a very clear picture of the di�erent possibilities obtainable in

type-II compactifications (see dotted contours in Fig. 7). Several portals beyond the kinetic

21

Dark photon with kinetic mixing 
~ 10-3 is the simplest model that 
can account for anomalous  
Daµ~3 10-9, MP, 2008

Search for dark photons (A’à e+e-) 
has become an important part of the 
intensity frontier program, Snowmass 
exercise, Minneapolis, 2013
By 2018, there is a large community in 
place (”Cosmic Vision” summary, 100s 
of authors, 2017), where the search for 
dark photon is one of the priorities. 
(My hypothesis from 2008 is ruled out.)

Collider searches include KLOE, 
BaBar, BES-III, and most recently 
LHCb. 
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If dark photon decays invisibly, for example to a pair of DM 
particles, the search for dark photon is the search for “anomalous 
energy loss”, such e+e- à g + A’ à g + cc

§ Complementary results from NA64, BaBar and Kaon decays
§ Covers all of the dark photon parameter space, decaying invisibly, 

consistent with alleviating the muon g-2 discrepancy
§ Belle-II will be able to significantly improve sensitivity

Constraints on invisibly decaying “dark photons”

6
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purposes. The signal peak (red) corresponds to the local sig-
nificance S = 3.1 (global significance of 2.6�). Blue solid
line shows the full PDF, while the magenta dashed line cor-
responds to the background contribution. Top: distribution
of the normalized fit residuals (pulls).

the frequentist profile-likelihood limits [29]. Figure 5
compares our results to other limits on " in channels
where A0 is allowed to decay invisibly, as well as to the
region of parameter space consistent with the (g � 2)µ
anomaly [5]. At each value of mA0 we compute a limit
on " as a square root of the Bayesian limit on "2 from
Fig. 4. Our data rules out the dark-photon coupling as
the explanation for the (g�2)µ anomaly. Our limits place
stringent constraints on dark-sector models over a broad
range of parameter space, and represent a significant im-
provement over previously available results.

We are grateful for the excellent luminosity and ma-
chine conditions provided by our PEP-II colleagues, and
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Example: dark matter bound states at B-factories

• If ad > 0.2, the sub-5 GeV Dark matter can increase the sensitivity to dark force 
via  production of “dark Upsilon” that decays producing multiple charged particles

2

As discussed in the introduction, su⇡ciently strong
dark interaction strength and light dark photon will re-
sult in the formation of dark matter particles (↵↵̄). The
two lowest (1S) bound states, 1S0 (JPC = 0�+) and 3S1

(JPC = 1��), will be called ⇧D and ⇤D, respectively.
The condition for their existence has been determined nu-
merically [26] 2, 1.68mV < �Dm⌃, with �D = g2D/(4 ).
Their quantum numbers suggest the following production
mechanisms at colliders:

e+e� ⌃ ⇧D+V ; e+e� ⌃ ⇤D+⇥; p+p ⌃ ⇤D+X (2)

The last process represents the direct production of ⇤D

from qq̄ fusion. All production processes are mediated by
a mixed ⇥ � V propagator, as shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Diagram for �D and �D production and decay at
B-factories.

In order to obtain the rate for the first process in (2),
we calculate the amplitude of e+e� ⌃ ↵↵̄V with ↵, ↵̄
having the same four momentum p (with p2 = m2

⌃), and
apply the projection operator,

⇥⇤ =

⌥
1

32 m3
⌃

R⇤D (0)( �p+m⌃)⇥5( �p�m⌃) , (3)

to select the ⇧D bound state [28]. We find a leading-order
di⇠erential cross section:

d⌦e+e�⇥⇤DV

d cos ⌃
=

4 ��2
D⌥

2[R⇤D (0)]
2(1 + cos2 ⌃)

m⌃s3/2(s� 4m2
⌃ +m2

V )
2

|p|3 , (4)

where ⌃ is the angle between ⇧D and the ini-
tial e� in the center-of-mass (CM) frame, and
|p| is the spatial momentum of ⇧D, |p| =⇧

[s� (2m⌃ +mV )2][s� (2m⌃ �mV )2]/(2
�
s). We

neglect the binding energy for ⇧D, and set m⇤D ⌥ 2m⌃.
An analytic form for R⇤D (0), the wave function at

origin, is obtained using the Hulthén potential V (r) =
��D⇤e�⇥r/(1� e�⇥r) with ⇤ = ( 2/6)mV , which is
known as a good approximation of the Yukawa poten-
tial V (r) = ��De�mV r/r [29]. In that case, R⇤D (0) =

(4� ⇤2a20)
1/2a�3/2

0 , where a0 = 2/(�Dm⌃).
The scalar bound state ⇧D dominantly decays into two

dark photons, each subsequently decaying into a pair of

2 It is known that too large ↵D would run to the Landau pole very
quickly at higher scale [27]. Hereafter, we focus on ↵D  0.5,
and work with leading-order results in ↵D.

SM particles via kinetic mixing. These decays are all
prompt for the relevant region of parameter space. The
above decay chain eventually results in the final states
containing six charged tracks, which can be electrons,
muons or pions, depending on the dark photon mass.

We turn to the calculation of ⇤D production via ini-
tial state radiation (Fig. 1). In the ⇤D rest frame, the
non-relativistic expansion can be used, taking the dark
matter field in the form: ↵ = eim�t [�,⌦ · p/(2m⌃)�]

T +

e�im�t [⌦ · p/(2m⌃)⌅, ⌅]
T , where �, ⌅ are the 2-spinor an-

nihilation (creation) operators for particle (antiparticle).
We use the relation between matrix element and wave
function [30],

⌦0|⌅†⌦µ�|⇤D↵ =
⌃

1

2 
R�D (0) �

µ
�D

, (5)

where �µ�D
is the polarization vector of ⇤D and R�D (0) ⌥

R⇤D (0) is the radial wave function at origin. Taking into
account the kinetic mixing between dark photon and the
photon, we derive the e⇠ective kinetic mixing term be-
tween ⇤D and the photon,

Le⇥ = �1

2
⌥⌥DFµ⇧⇤

µ⇧
D , ⌥D =

⌃
�D

2m3
⌃

R�D (0) . (6)

In the limit mV ⇧ �Dm⌃, the term ⌥D reduces to ⌥D =
�2
D/2. We obtain a di⇠erential cross section:

d⌦e+e�⇥��D

d cos ⌃
⌥ 2 �2⌥2⌥2D

s

�
1�

4m2
⌃

s

⇥

⇤
⇤

8s2(s2 + 16m4
⌃) sin

2 ⌃

(s� 4m⌃)2 (s+ 4m2
e � (s� 4m2

e) cos 2⌃)
2 � 1

⌅
, (7)

where ⌃ is the the angle between ⇥ and the initial e� in
the CM frame. In the denominator, the electron mass
must be retained in order to regularize the ⌃ integral, as
for me = 0 the cross section is divergent in the forward
direction [31].

Compared to the e+e� ⌃ ⇧DV process, the e+e� ⌃
⇥⇤D cross section is suppressed by a factor �/�D, al-
though the latter contains a logarithmic enhancement
from the angular integral. Moreover, the cross-section
e+e� ⌃ ⇧DV contains an additional m2

⌃/s factor, which
brings additional suppression of lighter dark matter. For
�D � 0.1 and m⌃ ⌅

�
s, the two processes have similar

cross-sections, and we will combine them to set the limit
on this model.

The ⇤D particle will subsequently decay into three
dark photons. We calculate the di⇠erential decay rate
following the approach in Ref. [28] by generalizing it to
the massive dark photon case,

d�(⇤D ⌃ 3V )

dx1dx2
=

2�3
D [R�D (0)]

2

3 m2
⌃

⇤ 39x8 + 4x6F6 � 16x4F4 + 32x2F2 + 256F0

(x2 � 2x1)2(x2 � 2x2)2(x2 + 2(x1 + x2 � 2))2
,(8)
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A model of dark sector where O(few GeV) mass dark matter particles ⌃ are supplied by a lighter
dark force mediator V , mV � m�, is motivated by the recently discovered mismatch between
simulated and observed shapes of galactic haloes. Such models, in general, provide a challenge for
direct detection e⇣orts and collider searches. We show that for a large range of coupling constants
and masses, the production and decay of the bound states of ⌃, such as 0�+ and 1�� states, ⇤D
and �D, is an important search channel. We show that e+e� ⇥ ⇤D + V or �D + ⇥ production
at B-factories for �D > 0.1 is su⌘ciently strong to result in multiple pairs of charged leptons and
pions via ⇤D ⇥ 2V ⇥ 2(l+l�) and �D ⇥ 3V ⇥ 3(l+l�) (l = e, µ,⇧). The absence of such
final states in the existing searches performed at BABAR and Belle sets new constraints on the
parameter space of the model. We also show that a search for multiple bremsstrahlung of dark force
mediators, e+e� ⇥ ⌃⌃̄+nV , resulting in missing energy and multiple leptons, will further improve
the sensitivity to self-interacting dark matter.

Introduction. Identifying dark matter is an open ques-
tion of central importance in particle physics and cos-
mology. In recent years, the paradigm of weakly inter-
acting dark matter supplied by a new force in the dark
sector came to prominence [1, 2], motivated by a vari-
ety of unexplained astrophysical signatures. It was later
shown [3, 4] that this model provides the best realization
of self-interaction dark matter [5], and helps to alleviate
tensions between observed and simulated shapes of dark
matter haloes (see, e.g. [6]).

It is of great phenomenological interests to check
whether such a dark force could be probed in labora-
tories. The simplest way for dark matter to interact
with the standard model (SM) sector is through a vector
or scalar mediators coupled to the SM fields via the ki-
netic mixing or the Higgs portals. For dark matter heav-
ier than 4-5 GeV, direct detection experiments provide
the strongest constraints on such models. High-energy
collider probes typically require more e�ective produc-
tion channels [7–11]. For dark matter lighter than 4-
5 GeV, the limits from direct detection experiments arise
from electron recoil and are much weaker. In this mass
range, strong CMB constraints on dark matter annihi-
lation naturally point to particle-antiparticle asymmetry
in the dark sector. Constituents of such a dark sector,
light dark matter and a light mediator, can be searched
for in meson decays [12], fixed target experiments [13],
mono-photon events at colliders [14], or via the produc-
tion/scattering sequence in proton [15] and electron [16]
beam dump experiments, or perhaps via new galactic
substructures and minihalos [17]. Most of the existing
searches of light particles [18] are insensitive to dark mat-
ter with m⇤ > mmediator, and therefore would not be able
to establish any candidate signal as coming specifically
from the dark force carrier.

In this Letter, we show that the presence of self-

interacting dark matter within the kinematic reach of ex-
isting colliders provides opportunities for the new search
channels. We outline such possibilities in the minimal
setup where the dark force carrier also mediates the in-
teraction between dark matter and the SM particles. A
light mediator gives an attractive force between ⇤ and ⇤̄
particles, leading to the formation of bound states, which
can be produced on-shell at colliders 1. In addition, the
production of continuum ⇤⇤̄ leads to final state radiation
(FSR) of light mediators. Both channels typically result
in a striking multi-lepton final state, that can be searched
for at B-factories and fixed target experiments. It is well
known that heavy flavor mesons and heavy quarkonia
were instrumental for uncovering a wealth of information
about the SM. Similarly, should a dark force exist, the
aforementioned channels may allow for genuine tests of
the detailed content of the dark sector.
Dark matter bound states production. We illustrate
these ideas in the well-studied example of the vector me-
diator model. The Lagrangian for dark matter and dark
photon is

L = LSM + ⇤̄i�µ(⌃µ � igDVµ)⇤�m⇤⇤̄⇤

�1

4
Vµ⇥V

µ⇥ � ⇥

2
Fµ⇥V

µ⇥ +
1

2
m2

V VµV
µ , (1)

where ⇥ is the kinetic mixing between the photon and
the vector field V . The dark matter particle ⇤ is a Dirac
fermion, neutral under the SM gauge group, but charged
under the dark U(1)D interaction that has a new vector
particle Vµ (sometimes called a "dark photon") as a force
carrier.

1 Weakly coupled dark matter bound states have been studied in
various contexts [19–25].
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FIG. 2. Left: Constraint on the dark photon parameter space from the BABAR dark Higgsstrahlung searches, adapted to the
production and decay of dark bound states ⇥D and �D. The solid purple curve corresponds to the current BABAR limit for the
parameters �D = 0.5, m� = 3.5GeV. The dashed purple curve shows the future reach of B-factories. Right: Current constraints
on the m� �mV plane for the SIDM scenario are shown with ⇤2 = 10�7 and di�erent values of �D. The green (blue) region is
favored for SIDM solving the galactic small-scale structure problems [3] for �D = 0.3 (0.5). The combined constraints via the
e+e� ⇥ (⇥DV, �D) ⇥ 3V channels are shown in thick purple curves, and the constraints via the e+e� ⇥ ⌅⌅̄ + 3V channel
are shown in thin blue curves. Allowed regions are in the arrow direction. Assuming no SM background, the constraints via
the e+e� ⇥ ⌅⌅̄ + 2V channel are shown in dot-dashed black curves for �D = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 (bottom-up). The brown region is
excluded by CDMSlite [37] and LUX [38]. The region mV � 30MeV is ruled out by the XENON10 electron recoil analysis [39]
for �D = 0.3.

beams, the most important production channel is from
the quark-anti-quark fusion, qq̄ ⇤ �D. Generalizing cal-
culations of [42], the production cross section is given by

⇧pp(n)⇥�D
=

4⌅2�⇥2⇥2
D

s

⇤

q

Q2
q

⌅ 1

�

dx

x

�
⇧
fq/p(x)fq̄/p(n)

�⌃
x

⇥
+ fq̄/p(x)fq/p(n)

�⌃
x

⇥⌃
, (10)

where ⌃ = m2
V /s, fq/p(n) and fq̄/p(n) are the relevant

structure functions for this process, and Qq is the quark
charge in units of e. Unlike B-factories, only muonic de-
cays of dark bound states, such as �D ⇤ 3V ⇤ 3(µ+µ�),
constitute a useful signature, as backgrounds in other
channels are likely to be too large. The multi-dark pho-
ton FSR channels can also be relevant for the proton
beam experiments.

Among the possible candidates of proton-on-target ex-
periments, we focus our discussion on SeaQuest [43] and
the planned SHiP [44] facilities. Note that only a fixed
target mode of operation, rather than a beam dump
mode that would try to remove prompt muons, is suit-
able for the search of �D. Taking a point in the param-
eter space, m⇥ = 2 GeV, ⇥2 = 10�7, mV = 300 MeV,
�D = 0.5 and the energy of incoming proton beam
of 400 GeV, we estimate a probability of producing a
�D decaying to 3(µ+µ�) for a 1 mm tungsten target,
P = n⇧⇣ ⇥ 2 � 10�17. With O(1020) particles on tar-
get, one could potentially expect up to 2� 103 six muon
events. The large multiplicity of signal events gives some
hope that this signal could be extracted from large num-
ber of muons produced per each proton spill. Given the

current uncertainties in estimating the background, we
refrain from showing the potential reach of proton ex-
periments in Fig. 2, noting that in any case, it would
not cover the most interesting region for SIDM, namely
mV < 200 MeV.
Outlook. Among the various probes of dark sectors sug-
gested and conducted in recent years, only a few are
sensitive to both the dark force and dark matter at the
same time. We have pointed out that in case of relatively
strong self-interaction, the presence of dark force greatly
facilitates the discovery of the entire sector, as it leads
to the formation of dark bound states, and causes dark
FSR radiation that decay into multiple charged parti-
cles of the SM. The existing searches at BABAR and Belle
already limit this possibility, and further advance in sen-
sitivity can be made by searching for the missing energy
plus pairs of charged particles.
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for useful discussions. H.A. is supported by the Wal-
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3 pairs of charged particles appear “for free” once Upsilon_dark is produced. This is 
limited by previous searches of “dark Higgsstrahlung” by BaBar and Belle. An, 
Echenard, MP, Zhang, PRL, 2016
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p + p(n) �⇥ V � �⇥ �̄�

Fixed target probes - Neutrino Beams

30

⇤0, ⇥ �⇥ V � �⇥ ⌅̄⌅�
� + N � � + N

proton 
beam

(near) 
detector

� + e� � + e

We can use the neutrino (near) detector as a dark matter 
detector, looking for recoil, but now from a relativistic 
beam. E.g.

MINOS
120 GeV protons

1021 POT
1km to (~27ton) 

segmented detector

MiniBooNE
8.9 GeV protons

1021 POT
540m to (~650ton) 
mineral oil detector

T2K
30 GeV protons

(! ~5x1021 POT)
280m to on- and off-

axis detectors

Proposed in Batell, MP, Ritz, 2009. Strongest constraints on MeV DM
(UMN alumni)
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The MiniBooNE-DM collaboration searched for vector-boson mediated production of dark matter
using the Fermilab 8 GeV Booster proton beam in a dedicated run with 1.86⇥1020 protons delivered
to a steel beam dump. The MiniBooNE detector, 490 m downstream, is sensitive to dark matter
via elastic scattering with nucleons in the detector mineral oil. Analysis methods developed for
previous MiniBooNE scattering results were employed, and several constraining data sets were
simultaneously analyzed to minimize systematic errors from neutrino flux and interaction rates. No
excess of events over background was observed, leading to an 90% confidence limit on the dark-
matter cross section parameter, Y = ✏2↵0(m�/mv)

4 . 10�8, for ↵0 = 0.5 and for dark-matter
masses of 0.01 < m� < 0.3 GeV in a vector portal model of dark matter. This is the best limit from
a dedicated proton beam dump search in this mass and coupling range and extends below the mass
range of direct dark matter searches. These results demonstrate a novel and powerful approach to
dark matter searches with beam dump experiments.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,13.15.+g

Introduction — There is strong evidence for dark mat-
ter (DM) from observations of gravitational phenomena
across a wide range of distance scales [1]. A substantial
program of experiments has evolved over the last sev-
eral decades to search for non-gravitational interactions
of DM, with yet no undisputed evidence in this sector.
Most of these experiments target DM with weak scale
masses and are less sensitive to DM with masses below a
few GeV. To complement these approaches, new search
strategies sensitive to DM with smaller masses should be
considered [2].

Fixed-target experiments using beams of protons or
electrons can expand the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM that
couples to ordinary matter via a light mediator parti-
cle [3–18]. In these experiments, DM particles may be
produced in collisions with nuclei in the fixed target, of-
ten a beam dump, and may be identified through interac-
tions with nuclei in a downstream detector. Results from
past beam dump experiments have been reanalyzed to

Be

Target

Earth

Air

Decay Pipe

Steel

Beam Dump

MiniBooNE Detector

p
⇡0

V

�

�†

�
N

�
50m 4m 487m

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
the Fermilab BNB in o↵-target mode together with the Mini-
BooNE detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryl-
lium target in o↵-target mode lowering the neutrino flux.

place limits on the parameters within this class of models.
In this Letter, we report on the first dedicated search of
this type (proposed in [6]), which employs 8 GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), re-
configured to reduce neutrino-induced backgrounds, com-
bined with the downstream MiniBooNE (MB) neutrino
detector (Fig. 1).
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I Data consistent with background only
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Comparing to other experiments
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I First dedicated proton beam-dump search for DM
I Exclude new parameter space1

1Amount of parameter space newly excluded depends on slice plotted

R. T. Thornton September 23, 2016 47
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Subject to future improvement with much closer new detector at SNB. 
Also, there are parallel efforts with electron beams:  BDX. 
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Simplest models of Higgs mediation 
Silveira, Zee (1985); McDonald (1993); Burgess, MP, ter Veldhuis(2000)!
!
DM through the Higgs portal – minimal model of DM!
!
!
!
!
!
125 GeV Higgs is “very fragile” because its with is ~ yb

2 – very small !
R = #SM modes/(#SM modes+#DM modes). Light DM can kill Higgs boson easily 

(missing Higgs #: van der Bij et al., 1990s, Eboli, Zeppenfeld,2000)!
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Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams which contribute to B-decay with missing energy in the minimal scalar
model of dark matter.

2. Minimal Scalar Models

The simplest WIMP model is a singlet scalar16,17,13 which interacts with the Stan-
dard Model through exchange of the Higgs:

−LS =
λS

4
S4 +

m2
0

2
S2 + λS2H†H

=
λS

4
S4 +

1
2
(m2

0 + λv2
EW )S2 + λvEW S2h +

λ

2
S2h2,

(1)

where H is the SM Higgs field doublet, vEW = 246 GeV is the Higgs vacuum expec-
tation value (vev) and h is the corresponding physical Higgs, H = (0, (vEW +h)/

√
2).

The physical mass of the scalar S receives contributions from two terms, m2
S =

m2
0 +λv2

EW , and requires significant fine-tuning to provide a sub-GeV mass. In this
section we will calculate the branching ratio for the pair production of scalars in the
decay B → K + SS, which contributes to Br(B+ → K+ + missing energy). Being
minimal, this model obviously possesses maximum predictivity, and the branching
ratio of WIMP production can be calculated as a function of dark matter mass only.

It should be noted that the decay B → K + missing energy is actually ex-
pected to occur regardless of the existence or nature of light dark matter. As shown
in Figure 2a and 2b, the Standard Model predicts the transition b → s + νν
at one loop, so that the B-meson can decay to neutrinos 18, with Br(B+ →
K+ + missing energy) ≃ (4 ± 1) × 10−6. However as demonstrated before 12,
the decay B → K + SS (resulting from the b → s transition shown in Figure 2c)
can enhance the missing energy signal by up to two orders of magnitude.

The transition b → s + h occurs as a loop process, which at low momentum
transfer can be calculated by differentiation of the b → s self-energy operator with
respect to vEW ,

Lbsh =
!

3g2
Wmbm2

t V
∗
tsVtb

64π2M2
W vEW

"
sLbRh + (h.c.). (2)

As the Higgs is significantly heavier than the other particles involved in the process,
it can be integrated out leaving an effective Lagrangian for the b → s transitions
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Fig. 1. Current limits on WIMP-nucleon spin-independent cross sections from dedicated under-
ground searches. The solid lines represent the predictions for the minimal scalar model with a
100 GeV Higgs, while the current limits are given from (I) CRESST, (II) CDMS (2005 Si), and
(III) CDMS (2005 Ge). In the interval of 100 MeV - 2 GeV the predicted signal has signiciant
QCD-related uncertainty.

study their rare decay modes. As a result such facilities provide a new opportunity to
search for light dark matter. For the minimal scalar WIMP model these experiments
have already excluded most of the parameter space with mS ! 1 GeV, while future
data from B factories will be able to probe as high as mS ∼ 2 GeV 12.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the question of how generic the limits on
light WIMPs derived in Ref. 12 are, and whether all dark matter models with sub-
GeV WIMPs can be efficiently constrained by B-physics. To answer these questions
we study the class of models where the interaction between Standard Model sector
and WIMPs is mediated by one or more Higgs particles. We demonstrate that b → s
decays with missing energy provide important constraints on the parameter space
of such models. We also point out the possibility, based on the two-Higgs doublet
model (2HDM) at large tanβ, that these constraints can be circumvented.

In Section 2 we review our previous results on the minimal scalar model and
extend the result for more general scalar models with an additional singlet scalar
that mixes with the Higgs boson. In Section 3 we apply the same tecniques to a
related model with two Higgs doublets and calculate the branching ratios of WIMP-
producing decays of B-mesons. This model has the additional benefit of relaxing the
fine tuning condition required for a sub-GeV scalar WIMP in the minimal model. In
Section 4 we introduce some simple models of fermionic dark matter, calculate the
WIMP production in B-decays, and discuss the limitations on such models from
the Lee-Weinberg limit. We also address the case of NMMSM (next-to-minimal

Missing Higgs: R(mS)
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Figure 3: The ratio, R, of the total Higgs width in the Standard model over the same width
in the Standard Model supplemented by the singlet scalar, plotted as a function of mS.

Are we going to see the Higgs boson at Tevatron and/or
LHC ? In this scenario, only if 2 jets + missing energy is
detected, and separated from the background.

Maxim Pospelov, SI2007, Mt. Fuji
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Updates on the minimal Higgs-portal DM model:

9
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FIG. 5: Predicted distributions (in arbitrary units) of the strangeness content y of the nucleon (left), the nucleon matrix
element �0 (centre) and the Higgs-nucleon coupling factor fN (right). These are drawn from a random sample generated using
experimental and theoretical constraints, as explained in the text.
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FIG. 6: Limits from direct detection on the parameter space of scalar singlet dark matter. The areas excluded by present limits
from XENON100 are delineated with near-vertical solid lines and dark shading (not to be confused with the diagonal solid line
and corresponding dark shading indicating the relic density bound). Dashed, dotted and dot-dash lines indicate the areas that
will be probed by future direct detection experiments, assuming 5 times the sensitivity of XENON100 (dashes, medium-dark
shading), 20 times (dot-dash line, medium-light shading) and 100 times, corresponding to XENON 1-ton (dots, light shading).
Note that all direct detection signals are scaled for the thermal relic density of the scalar singlet, regardless of whether that
density is greater than or less than the observed density of dark matter. Left : a close-up of the resonant annihilation region,
with the area ruled out by the Higgs invisible width at 2� CL indicated by the shaded region in the upper left-hand corner.
Right : the full mass range.

Thus the appropriate rescaling of the limiting value of
⇤SI is by the fraction frel = �S/�DM of energy density
contributed by S to the total DM density. We assume
that there is no di⇥erence in the clustering properties of
the singlet component and the dominant component, so
that the local energy density of S is frel ⇥�. We therefore
demand for every value of {�hS,mS} that

⇤e� � frel ⇤SI ⇥ ⇤Xe , (24)

where ⇤Xe is the 90% CL limit from XENON100. As
with indirect signals, for simplicity we perform the same

rescaling even if the thermal relic density exceeds the
observed value.

The resulting constraints in the mS–�hS plane are
shown in fig. 6, as well as projections for how these limits
will improve in future xenon-based experiments, assum-
ing that the sensitivity as a function of mass scales rela-
tive to that of XENON100 simply by the exposure. The
contours showing improvements in the current sensitiv-
ity by a factor of 5 or 20 will be relevant in the coming
year as LUX expects to achieve such values [91, 92], while
XENON1T projects a factor of 100 improvement [93, 94]

Figure from Cline, Scott, Kainulainen, Weniger, 2013.

Direct detection is competitive with the Higgs constraints. 
Only > TeV masses survive. 
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Search for small mass mediators

• If mmediator < mDM the best strategy is to look for the mediator itself 
directly. 

• Dark photon portal search (and any conserved vector current portal) 
does not induce large FCNC

• Other portals (axial vectors, dark Higgses and scalars in general, 
ALPs, baryonic vector) are severely constrained by flavor physics. 
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Conserved vector currents are uniquely positioned to avoid very 
strong flavor constraints. 

For a conserved vector current, GF q2 For scalar current, GF mt
2

There is extremely strong sensitivity to new scalars, 
pseudoscalars axial-vectors in rare K and B decays. 

Scalar currents are very different from 
conserved vector currents 

4

suppressed by the cuto↵ scale will give sub-leading contri-
butions (in the UV theory, the masses of the UV fermions
in triangles will be much larger than the external mo-
menta of these triangles). If, in the Stuckelberg picture,
the X Goldstone has a coupling Cg

2
g

X

('/m
X

)W a

W̃

a

(taking into account the WZ terms and the SM fermion
triangles) phrasing?, then the coe�cient of the e↵ective
vertex is

g

Xdidj = � 3g4

16⇡2
g

X

C

X

↵2u,c,t

V

↵i

V

⇤
↵j

f

✓
m

2
↵

m

2
W

◆
+ . . . (17)

where

f(x) ⌘ x(1 + x(log x� 1))

(1� x)2
= x+O(x2 log x) (18)

Due to the m

2
q

/m

2
W

dependence for small quark mass,
the sum over up-type quarks is dominated by the top
quark, for both bsX and sdX vertices.

For FCNC decays through a vector coupling to a con-
served current (and so dominantly into the transverse
vector modes), angular momentum conservation sup-
presses (pseudo)scalar ! (pseudo)scalar + vector de-
cays, since these demand that the vector’s spin is per-
pendicular to its momentum. As an example, there are
no B

+ ! K

+
� decays. However, by (Goldstone boson

equivalence), FCNC decays via a light longitudinal X

have the same rates as the corresponding ALP decays,
so decays such as B+ ! K

+
X are unsuppressed.

The experimental signatures and constraints from
FCNC processes involving X emission depend on how
X decays. At small m

X

and g

X

, the X decay length will
be longer than the scale of the experiment, so will give a
missing energy signature (at the small g

X

we are inter-
ested in, X will generally not interact strongly enough
to be detected by its scattering). In Figures 2 and [? ],
we show the limits coming from K

+ ! ⇡

++ invisible de-
cays. These are deived from the results of K+ ! ⇡

+
⌫⌫̄

seraches, which have measured this branching ratio at
O(1) relative error [5, 6] (finding it to be consistent with
the SM prediction). The future NA62 experiment should
reduce this error to ⇠ 10% [? ] (check). Dimension-
ally, the flavour-changing operator associated to decay
via ⌫⌫̄ is suppressed by G

2
F

, while that for X decay is
suppressed by ⇤, so (as shown in Figure ??) it is possible
to constrain ⇤ significantly above the EW scale.

It is possible to use very displaced X decays, as
searched for in beam dump experiments, to probe even
smaller couplings. Figure 3 displays the bounds coming
from the CHARM proton beam dump experiment, where
X particles would be (dominantly) produced in decays of
kaons produced in the proton-target collisions, some of
which would then decay ⇠ 200m away, to be observed
by the far detector. At higher masses ... discussion of
hadronic decays etc.

FIG. 1. E↵ective bsX FCNC vertex for a baryon number
vector X, obtained by integrating out the W loop. First
term from coupling to quarks, second from XBB WZ term,
third from triangle diagrams (we’ve ignored kinetic mixing
with hypercharge, which will give a XBB vertex through
mixing with Z — see Section ??). Since the baryon num-
ber current is conserved at tree level, the diagram from cou-
pling to quarks gives higher-dimensional operator, suppressed
by ((external momenta)2/m2

W (details in text ...). However,
anomalous terms break U(1)X , giving unsuppressed contri-
bution. In a UV completion where the XWW anomaly is
cancelled by extra fermions vectorial under the SM, the WZ
term is obtained from the mass-dependent piece of the trian-
gle diagrams involving the new fermions, as described in [?].
As discussed in the text, the XLWW triangle amplitude does
not depend on the external momenta, so for longitudinal X
emission, the triangle diagrams can be evaluated by treating
them as an extra e↵ective WZ term. Point about momentum
scales, UV finiteness, etc?

5. Kinetic mixing with hypercharge

It is always possible to write down a kinetic mixing
between X and the hypercharge gauge boson B,

L � �1

2
✏B

µ⌫

X

µ⌫

(19)

At low energies, this gives rise to a small ⇠ ✏(m
X

/m

Z

)2

coupling of the low-mass state to the neutral current, and
a kinetic mixing ⇠ ✏ with the photon. Moreover, even if
we set ✏ = 0 at some scale, it will be generated by RG
evolution at other scales.
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q
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(worth putting in?) For commonality with other litera-
ture [7] etc, we’ll set ✏ = eg

x

/(4⇡)2 for plots etc.
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Constraints on Higgs-like mediators

From Krnjaic 2015 (certain curves need to be revised)

Question: Is there a further sensitivity to S from Kàp S followed by S
decay in the near detector at SNB (LAr1ND)?

NA62
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An attempt for a comprehensive overview has been made in 2016 and 
2017, and in the on-going Physics Beyond Colliders exercise at CERN

… very long list of authors

CERN PBC exercise led by 
Lamont, Jaeckel, Valee
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Models vs Experiments
Benchmark Cases (MP and PBC, 2018)

1. Dark photon
2. Dark photon + light dark matter
3. Millicharged particles
4. Singlet scalar mixed with Higgs
5. Quartic-dominated singlet scalar
6. HNL, e-flavour dominance
7. HNL, µ-flavour dominance
8. HNL, t-flavour dominance
9. ALPs, coupling to photons
10. ALPs, coupling to fermion
11. ALPs, coupling to gluons

Experimental proposals, mostly CERN

§ SHiP
§ NA62+
§ FASER
§ MATHUSLA
§ Codex-B
§ MilliQan
§ NA64
§ KLEVER
§ REDTOP
§ IAXO
§ ALPs-II
§ ……..

I hope that in the end, a clear strategy for building up CERN intensity 
frontier program will emerge, with new sensitivity to sub-EW scales
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Conclusions
• Dark sectors = dark matter + mediators is a simple yet flexible 

framework [and it was used to tie some of the astro anomalies to 
dark matter physics – without a definitive prove so far] 

• Searches of dark sectors are done at the LHC, but not only – the 
mass scale of particles involved can be much smaller than weak 
scale, and couplings weaker.

• Combination of collider and fixed target searches seem to rule out 
dark photon as the simplest explanation of the muon g-2 
discrepancy

• Scalar portal models provide the simplest WIMP dark matter that 
in recent years have been severely limited by Higgs physics and 
direct detection searches. Higgs-portal mediator is still viable. 

• Systematic evaluation of new experimental proposals relative to 
simplest portal model is underway.
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Future [monster-size] direction
To improve on sensitivity to light dark matter in beam dump/fixed target 
experiments.

SHIP proposal at CERN: 1021 of 400 GeV protons on target

!"#$%&'()%*+,'&*#-,.%/)0%1-2+.%/345% 8%

The SHiP experiment 
( as implemented in Geant4 ) 

SHiP may become the most important project at CERN after LHC


